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On 16 ti[arch 1977 the Comnittee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection appointed Mr Noer draftsman of an opinion for the
Committee on Energy and Research on the need for Community measures on the
dlsmantling of nuclear Power stations and the hazards and expense involved
in the final diaposal of radioactive waste within the framework of the
Community energy PolicY.
It discussed this subject at its meetings of 28 April, 24 ilune and
26 September 1977.
The European Parliament was meanwhile asked for its opinion on a eom-
munication from the corunission to the council on a corununity plan of action
in the field of radioactive was,tes.
on 26 Septomber 1977 the Corunittee on the Environment, Public Health
and consumer Protection again appointed Mr Noer draftsman of an opinion for
the Committee on Energy and Regearch.
It decided to incorporate this opinion on the communication from the
Comnission within its original opinion'
It considered this opinion at its meetings of 20 october, 19 December
1977 and 26 January 1978 and adopted it unanimously on 25 January 1978'
Present: Mr Ajello, ehairrnan; !1r Jahn, vice-chairnEni Mr Noer' drafts-
mani Irlr Alber, !1r Bro\^,n, Dlr Edwards, Lady Fisher of Rednal' I'lr Schyns'
!!r Spicer and l,[r veronesi-
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I MRODUCTORY STATEIT'IENT
Apart from nuclear Power-stations, the generation of electricity
using nuclear fission as the heat source also requires other installations
forthevariousoperationsatdifferentstageginthefuelcycle.
some of these operations take place prior to the generation stage
(extraction of the ore and production of uranium oxides, conversion,
enrichment, reconversion and production of fuel), others are carried out
subsequently (reprocessing of the irradiated fuel, temPorary and then
final storage of radioactive waste) '
Apart from atmospheric poltution, which is often serious during periods
of operation, conventional porler-statione create no wEate problems (at most
there might be gome difficulty with ash deposits in the caee of thermal
porver-stations); with nuclear Pohter-atatlons, on the other hand' the main
problem is the disposal of irradiated fuel which is discharged from the
reactor when spent and difficulties arise depending on hotu it is dealt with'
This report will examine the foreseeable repercussions on the
environment of alI the operations mentioned above'
since there are various ways of carrying out some oPerations, we
intend to examine in general terms those which can reasonably be foreseen'
in order to assess their relative effect on the environment, $'ithout
giving any value judgments, this being the responsibility of the committee
on Energy and Research.
- 
AlternativeE in the nuclear co$buetion cvcle
Let us consider three poseibilities:
1.
1.1
t.2
1.3
nuclear energy without reProceFsing spent fuel;
recycling of plutonium and uranium;
the thorium oPtion.
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1.r
1.1.I The firgt alternative corroBponds to the idea put forward
laet spring by Pregident carter, which haa, however, been rejected
at least in part by the US congre8s.
L.L.2 Under this scheme, irradiated fuel would be deposited for a
certain length of time in suitable cooling tanks.
1.1.3 A deciEion on how and where to stor€ the irradiated fuel
definitively would be left until a later date.
1.1.4 This is not a simple mattGrr a vice-chairman of ERDA, acting
on carter,s policy advice, set up within his own organization an
examination of the containers and sitee to receive the irradiated
fuel, after an initial period in the cgoling tanks, pending a
definitive decision - after a period of not more than twenty years -
whether to reprocesg the fuel or to store it definitively in more
suitable places undcr more guitabl-e conditions-
1.1.5 without 9oin9 into detaile here, the solution to the problem
of definit,ive storage presents far fewer difficulties in the United
States than in EuroPe, given the availability in the USA of wide
uninhabited epacee shich sometimca, ag in New Mcxico, have large
salt deposits in the eub-eoil, in other words, an imPermeable
environment which is ideal for the proposal under discussion.
1.1.6 Furthermore, the wide availability of natural uranium in the
United States and its substantial other fuel resources (coal) would
make a policy of this kind far more acceptable in America than in
Europ€, such a policy would involve, aE we shall see, much greater
coneumption of natural uranium for the generation of an identical
quantity of energY.
1.2 Recvclinq of plutonium ald uranium
L.2.L E'or gome time the community hae advocated in the Member
Statee the practice of reprocesEing irradiated fuel diEcharged from
nuclear potver-stationg with the dual aim of
(a) preparing long-lived radioactive waste in such a way that it can
be kept in storage for an indefinite length of time with the
Ieaet possible risk to the environmenti
(b) recovering from the used fuel the low-enriched uranium and
plutonium. The uranium reclaimed in this $ray can then be used
to produce ney, fuel while the plutonium can be used in two ways:
it can either be stored before being used as fuel for reactors,
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or be uaed to roPlace enriched
light watcr reactors aL PrescnE,
L.2.2 This Practice wag, moreover,
worId, including the United States,
declaration bY President carter.
uranium in the fuel for the
ln use.
ghared by all countriest in the
at least until the recent
1.3
1.2.3 We feel that the Community and the largest industrlalized
countrieg, including .rapan and the Soviet Union, will ontinue to
follow this practice and it is possible that the United States will
return to it after a Pause for reflection.
The thorium oPtion
1.3.1 The uranium-thorium rycIe has, from the outset, formed part
of nuclear encrgy research, particularly in the united states.
1.3.2 The experience gained in the laet fet, yearg of the uranium-
thorium cycle and, on t much wider gcale, of the uranium-plutonium
cycle led to the concluaion that from a technical and economic
point of vier.r the uranium-plutonium qlcle lvas to be preferred.
1.3.3 Consequently, the knowledge available about the uranium-
thorium cycle is at present very timited and the development of
this cycle is much lees advanced, especially as far as fabrication
and reprocessing of the fuel ie concerned.
L.3.4 In the uranium-thorium cycle, thorium, which is a fertile
material, is transformed into a fissile isotope of uranium
(uranium 233), which can be uscd for energly production.
I.3.5 The fabrication and reprocessing of the fuels used in the
uranium-thorium cycle poseE certain technica1 problems which have
not yet been reEolved at the industrial level and reliable sources
have said that the uranium-thorium cycte cannot reach industrial
maturity in less than twenty years, even if this development were
allocated sufficient funds.
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2. Sources of radioactive wagte and effluents
Radioactive waste deriving from the nuclear industry rnainly consiats of
radionuclldes produced by fisEion and consequently knmrn as ,fission
products', which accumulate in the fuel elements, plutonium and other
transuranium elements during irradiation within the reactors.
Radioactive waste also includes the
coneisting of elements which become
neutron flux of a nuclear reactor.
so-caIIed activation products,
radioactive when expoaed to the
All these radionuclides are present in radioactive waste, to varying degrees
according to their Bource.
If we exclude military appllcations and others on a modest scale euch as
those by reeearch centrea, uni.veraitiee and hoepitale ete., virtually alI
radloactive r^raate today derlves from the industrial proeessee which constitute
the fuel cycle and in particular, withi-n this cycle, from the chemical
reproceaaLng of irradiated fuc1e.
The attached diagram gives a aimplified picture of the srtire nuclear fuel
cycle, showing the estimated quantities of radioactive waste produced each
year at each stage of the fuel supply process for a nuclear power plant
with a light water reactor of 1,000 l'fiIe.
The diagram shows that the Proceases priof to the irradiation of uranium
in nuclear reactors produce only limlted guantities of radioactive r.raste
(this is also true of thorium); in addition, thie hraate has an extremely
Ioqr radioactlvlty leveL and virtually negllgible radiotoxicity. Ilowever,
durlng and following irradiatlon there ra !n increlge ln both the acti.vttl,
level and radl.otoxicity; the production of plutonium for faat reactor fuelg
gives riee to waste having a lou level of activlty but considepable radiotoxicity.
Radioactive waste ia generally classi.fied according to its specific radio-
activity, vLz.:
- 
high-level, exceeding tO4 cilm3 I
- medium-Ieve1, between 104 and 0.1 Ci/m3
- 
low-Ievel, between 0.1 and 1O-6 ci/m3.
The relaEive radiotoxicity of a radioactive subBtance rs also def,ined as
the volumc of drinking watcr in m3in which the activity of this subatance
in cl muat be dlluted In ordar to arrivc at the maximum pcrmieeible con-
een t,ra t I on .
' 
r'r, 
-- 
curle: urr 1t ul rrcllorctlvlty equal t.o l. I x lolo dltlntegraLlona
per aecond
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\
To obtain a clearer understanding of the problems involved and the quantities
of waste produced at each stage of the fuel cycIe, we shall consider the main
stages of the cycle one by one.
i\ Beparate section will deal with the ehutdown and final decommissioning
of nuclear power etatione, when relatively large quantitiee of active and
contaminated material arise. Ilowever, ita leve1 of activity remains low
compared with that of irradiated fuel.
2.1 Plants for uranium production and enrichment, conversion and fuel
production
If uranium is to be used in nuclear reactors, it must be fabricated into
fuel elements which, in large modern pohrer stations, consist of rods of
ceramic oxide clad in zircaloy or stainless steel (depending on the type
of reactor).
During the mining and extraction of uranj.um, its enrichment in U-235 and
fabricabion into bundlee of rods, waste is produced which contains merely
the natural decay products of uranium. Hohrever, where the uranium has
been recovered from the reprocessing of irradiated fuel, it also contains
fission products.
Natural uranium containe approximat.ely 14 radioactive nuclides in mutual
equilibrium and of two main t]4)es (U-238 and U-235).
It might be added that it is the activity of these radioisotopes which is
used in the search for ore containing uranium.
During the processing of the ore the other chemical elements are seParated
from the uranium: the activity of the uranium ore decreages while that of
the other materials increagcs.
The extraction and grinding of uraniferous ore does not produce liquid
waste. It does, however, produee dust which gives off the gas radon,
which, together with its radioactive decay products rePresents one of the
main sources of problems for work in mines, especially for excavation in
underground galleries.
For the next stage in the preparation of uranium concentrates (the so-called
'ye]low cake'), l7et - way chemical proceases are used producing loqr-level
waste which may be both solid and liquid.
'Ihe forrner consists of the ore residue from which the uranium has been
extracted and accumulates in large quantities near the plant (the percent-
age of uranium in uraniferoua ore is generally extremely low, approxinately
- 
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o.L%).Thismaterialcontinuestoemitradon-222forthougandsofyears;
however,ifproperlydriedandburied.severalfeetunderground-it
represents no danger for the outeide environment'
concentrationandpurificationplanteproduceavolumeofliquidlvaste
varying between 2 and 4.5 mJ per tonne of processed ore and containing'
apart from traces of uranium, uranium decay producte with maximum activity
of approximatelY to-3 cilm3.
plants for converting uranium into hexafluoride and gaseous diffusion
plants for the enrichment of uranium produce relatively emall volumes
of liquid radioactive wagte with a low level of activity and amounting
to a few cubic rnetres Per tonne of proceased uranium' This waste contains
tracea of uranium and decay products with a maximum concentration of
to-3 ci/n3, where there ie no recycled uranium, and mainly derives from
the decontamination of various equipment'
Thesolidv,asteoriginatingfromtheseplantsmainlyconsistsofcontam-
inated items of equipment which, for various reasons, have been discarded'
The recycling of uranium recovered from fuel reprocessing has not so far
been undertaken at industrial level, one reason being the wish to avoid
cont.amination of isotopic enrichment plants by traces of fiseion Products
and transuranium elements.
In some cases preference has been given to the mixing of such uranium
with uranium of different isotopic composition, either a8 UF6 or directly
atthenitricstage,therebyconfiningtheproblemofwastecontaining
residual fiseion products to the fabrication stage alone'
Thevolumeofradioactivewaetefromfuelelementfabricationplantsis
Iessthanthatfromtheplantsmentionedabove,andinthecaseofnew
uranium elements has an even lower level of activity'
LiquidwaSteconsistsmainlyofdilutenitricandhydrofluoricacid
solutions containing uranium isotopes and, in casee where fabrication
occurs some considerable time after the uranium has been Purified' radio-
isotopes which have reformed from the decay of uranium'
In cases where new fuel- elements are fabricated from thorium' the problem
of radioactive waate is exactly the same. The quantities and activity
concentrations in the waste are similar - the only difference being the
radionuclidee, which are thoEe of the natural decay chain of thorium and
have the same level of activity as those of the uraniurn decay chain-
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2.2 Reactors
As a consequence of the fission procens in a nuclear reactor, fission
products originate within the fuel elements and contain isotopes of over
3O elemente. Moet of these isotopee are radioactive and theee, together
with primary radionuclidea and decay products, rePresent a total of about
200 radioactive forms. These fission products weigh very little (about
900 kg per operational year in the case of a povrer station of 1000 W[e),
but have an extremely high level of activity, mainly beta and ganuna; the
most significant of these products, in terms of both the quantity produced
and, above all, their radiotoxicity, are sr90 (L L/2(1) = 28.8 years),
cs137 G L/2 = 30 years), Kr85 G L/2 = 10.3 years; ana 1131 (t L/2 = 8 days).
In addition to fission, a process of neutron absorPtion always occurs in
uranium which generates, through successive caPtures, the so-called
transmutation products, the most imPortant of which are plutonium,
americium and curium. These elements, which do not exist in nature and
are therefore also called 'synthetic actinides', all emit, alpha rays and
have a high degree of radiotoxicity, rendering them dangerous even in
extremely low concentratione
The process of neutron absorption in the other materials present in a
reactor such as structural- materials, coolant, corrosion products etc',
together with other tlT)es of nuclear reactions, produce numerous other
radionuclides, caIled activation productsi most of these products may
generally be treated as fission products.
When the reactor is operating, the fission products and actinides are
enclosed within the fuel rods and are not, therefore, released into the
coolant, except in cases of leaks in the cladding of the rods themselves.
Liquid and solid waste thus consists almost exclusively of activation
products, the quantity of which mainly depends on the tlrpe of materials
used and the degree of purity maintained in the coolant. In general,
liquid waste also contains eignificant guantities of tritium, formed
either by ternary fission (about lO-4atons,flssion ln thermal flux) and
then diffused through the fuel cans into the coolant, or by nuclear
reaction with boron which, in chemical.ly controlled pressurized water
reactors, ie continually preeent in the coolant to control reactivity.
caseous wagte, on the other hand, which is invariably of limited
quantity, frequently contains, in addition to activation products, small
quantities of fission gas which escape through micopores which form in
Iil, V, = harf-Iife, i.e. time required for the activity to reduceby half
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the fuel element cans during irradiation.
The radioactive waste produced during the normal operation of a Power
station mainly results from the purification of the primary coolant, and
consists of spent resin, waehing eolutions of the latter and varioua filters,
in addition to the inevitable lossce of coolant frcm thc tanke. This $aste
nray be eiEher liquid, solid or gaseoug, and its activity level varies
considerably.
There are aleo other types of waste which are produced by the auxiliary
services of a power station, such as the air used for ventilation and
cooling in atl hot areas, Iiquids deriving from the decontamination of
machinery, the actj.ve laundry, the laboratories etc.. The concentrations
of thiE waste too may vary conaiderlbly.
Finally, another category of radioactive waate consiets of activated or
contamlnated equipment and machine componenti; maintenance materials,
various tool, laboratory materials ete..
Ho&rever, all this hraate produced within the power station is always subjected
to special proceseing to prevent it from contaminating the outeide
envi ronment.
Gasee which often contain solid (dust) and liquid (aerosol) substances
are filtered and, where they contain iodine, krypton and xenon isotopes,
are also subjected to special retention procesaes which prevent them from
being fulIy released, at least until they have decayed. However, up to
approximately 5OO Ci of these isotopes may be released each year by a
power station of 1000 lulWe, thereby discharging a small percentage of
natural radioactivity into the environment, representing less than the
existing variations of oatural radioactivity between different areas within
a given region.
Liquid waste is always filtered, concentrated or purified with ion-exchange
resins to reduce the volume of radioactive materialB; tiris Process produces,
firstly, a purified liquid which can either be reutilized in the Power
station or dieposed of outeide, provided that its radloactive content does
not exceed the permiesible limitg, and, secondly, a concentrated liquid
(studge) or resina and contaminated filters.
The guantity of radioactivity releaeed into the env'ironment is extremely
low (a few Ci per year depending on the type of radionuclide it contains);
horrrever, concentrates are produced which, depending on the type of plant,
may total 1OO m3 per year at medium and lorl level (max 5OO I ci,/q) wlth
overall radiatlon of approximatelv 200 Cl per annum.
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Solid waste may be classified as compactible and combustible or non-
compactible and non-combustible.
A 1OOO lfi{e pot,rer station Produces high-leveI solid waste to the extent
of a fer.r *3 p". year with a total activity of approximately 5 ci per year.
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2.3. Repreessinq Plants
spent fuer disharged from porer statione after irradiation in the
reactor is at present placed in cooling tanks, which enaures the natural
decay of radionuclides with short half-Iives.
During the first year, about 9@6 of the initiar radioactivity of the
fission prodrrcts decays sPontaneously.
Cooling facilitates the subsequent operations of handling the fuel
elements, trrarticularly as regards their transport and repreessing.
Follouing the recent crisis corrcerning the repreessing of industrial
fuels, which uas mainry of a poritical nature, provision has been made
for nedium-term storage of fuel elements either in the poveer stations,
cooring ponds, whose atorage capacity has been appropriatery increased,
or in suitable disposal tanks. With an open uranium cycle of this
naturc, the problem of dieposing of radioactive waste is postponed at
least I0 to 20 years.
Under such a system, only limited quantities
active h,aste would be produced, as a product
of purifying the water frorn theee tanks.
liquid or solid radio-
the continuous process
of
of
Hc,hrever, the purpose of reprocessing irradiat,ed fuels is not only to
recover the uranium and plutonium suitable for further use, but also to
prepare the radioactive waste so that it can be finally disposed of
with minimum danger for the environment. It is therefore logical to
conclude that the repreessing of spent fuels must be postponed for some
years; medium-term storage (for about ten years) would not give rise to
serious technical difficulties or economic repercussions.
Horever, long-term disposal of the fuel elements themselves is technically
djfficult and, above all, would present certain dangers if extremely
rigorous conditions were not eomplied with.
In reprocessing, the f'rel elementE are disrnantled, the fuel dissolved
and uranium and plutonium, inter alia, are recovered from the solution by
solvent extraction.
fhese operations produce two categories of radioactive waste: the first,
containing an extremely lotr radioactive content, may be disposed of by
being discharged into the environment in ful1 conpliance with existing
standards; the second, which contains a quantity of radioactivity with
a very long half-Iife, must be isolated from the biosphere for extensive
periode (some euch radionuclidee have half-lives of hundreds of thousands
of yeare). TLre IaLter constitutes the high-IeveI radioactive waste which
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has become a new problem at industrial level, as it must be confined within
strict limits over very lengthy periods. Ilhe problem of its disposal is
not only industrial but also political; public acceptance of the danger
represented by the existence of such waste is today considered a vital con-
dition for the effective development of nuclear energy'
Hc,vrever, it muet be pointed out that the quantity and, abqre all, the
volume of this waste could be greatly reduced: its disposal is not,
therefore, either a technical or an economic problen'
For example, follcning appropriate processing, the high-IeveI waste produced
in supplying all the etectrical energy consumed by one individual throughout
his life is equivalent in size to about 100 aspirin tablets.
Ae regards the quantity of radioactive waste produced by a repreessing
plant, the guantity of fuel discharged each year by a 1,000 !II{e Polver
station creates aPProximatelY :
(a) 
- 
First category (lcrv-leve1 waste):
- 
liquid: 40 n3 per day containing one millionth of the activity of
the fuel discharged;
3
- 
solid: 100 m-
of the
per year containing one millionth of the activity
fuel discharged;
mil Iionth
from the
?
- 
gaseous: 2OO m- per minute containing one tenth of one
of the activity of the fuel discharged (mainly
ventilation Plant).
During the chemical treatment of the spent fuel, tritium and fission
gases (Kr85, ]rL29) are released, which may either be discharged into
the atmosphere in smalt quantities, or placed in cylinders and left
to decay. Approximatery 0. r *3 are pro<luced per year (compressed to
150 atm) with total activity of 0.25 !'lci.
(b) 
- 
Second category:
- 
high-revel liquid waste (already concentrated): I m3 per year
containing approximately L.2% of the activity of the fuel discharged;
- 
medium-level solid waste: 50 m3 per year containing approximately
L/LOO,OOO of the activity of the fuel discharged;
- 
solid waste contaminated with plutonium, I m3 per year containing
approximateLy L/LO of one millionth of the activity of the fuel
diecharged.
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High-level liquid waste mainly derives from the solutions used
to treat the irradiated fuel, following the first cycle of uranium
and plutonium extraction. Ihe aqueous solution retains pract,ically
all the fission producte, small residual guantities of uranium and
prutonium (up to approximatery 0.5% of the original quantity)
and alI the remaining actinides; total activity is approximately
80 MCi beta + gamrna.
l'ledium-Ievel sotid waste mostly consiEts of sections of the cans
and etructural parts of fuel elements produced durinE the dismant-
ling and chopping of irradiated elements which, even after several
successive washings, stiIl contains traces of irradiated fuel; its
radioactivity is approximately 0.8 Ir{Ci beta + gamma. In addition
to this waste there are spent resins, filters, sludge etc. and aII
solid waste produced in the plant during the preessing of active
affluents.
A final category of sorid waste which,.is to some extent arpha-
contaminated (above alt by plutonium) consists of all the tools,
gloves, Paper etc. which have come into contact, with plutonium,
particularry during the purifying stage. Taken together, this
waste may contain about I kg of plutonium.
2.4. Fuel fabricatLon pLante
The uranium and plutonium recovered from the reprocessing of used fuels
may be recycred in the reactors together with fresh materiar.
Whereas the recycling of uranium alone inevitably produces lcru-IeveI
radioactive waste, the recycling of plutonium produces waste which,
because of the Presence of the plutonium itself, contains alpha-activity
and has a half-life of approximately 25,000 years.
rt,s lever of activity, in terms of radiotoxicity, is mo:e closery com-
parable with that of waste from repreessing plants than that from
fabrication plants.
fhe recycling of plutonium involves the fabrication of oxide fuel elements
of mixed uranium and plutonium oxide. If the recycling is carried out in
thermal reactors, it is eetirnated today that the annual refuelling of a
water reactor containing 500 to 700 kg of Pu produces I0 to 50 m3 of solid
or solidified waste containing 5 to 10 kg of plutonium. Ttris represents
a considerable production of alpha-active waste, and the recycling of
plutonium at industrial level calls for both the development of optimum
fabrication technigues to reduce the production of waste, and the use of
suitabre techniques to reduce the volume of the waste itself.
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5,he quantity of alpha-active waste is even greater in the fabrication of
mixed oxide elements intended for fast reactors, as the annual refuelling
of a I,OOO MWe fast reactor involves more than twice as much plutonium
as in the previouE case. Hc,v,,ever, we Iack reliable information on waste
resulting from the fabrication of fuel elements for fast, reactors.
The refabrication of thorium fuel elements is based on the recovery of
v-233, which is produced by conversion from Th-232.
The use of U-233 raises serious problems during fabrication, oling to the
high activity leveL of U-232, a by-product of the reaction of absorption
of Th-232, which is always to be found with U-233.
In order to avoid the problems of refabrication, it is today proposed to
1<l6pL .ltr open Ehoritrm cycIe, in oLhor words without reprmeflsing and
refabr i.ca Eing the f ue1.
Hc,v,rever, there is a lack of reliable data on the production of radio-
active waste from the fabrication of thorium fuels.
2.5. Shut dcrvrn and decommissioninq of nuclear poJer stations
1;he final decommissioning of a nuclear povler station calls for the removal
of the reactor bore and the dismantling of all structures, including those
which have become activated and contaminated during operations.
Broadly speaking, the decqrunissioning -of a po'rer station may be carried
out in three successive stages: the first, which consists of removing
not only the fuel but also all radioactive waste which has accumulated
in the povrer station during operatione, is completed inmediately after
the decision to close dorrn the ptant. fhe other two stages may be im-
plemented at a later stage, depending on the future use to be made of
the site. If another pc,vrer station is to be built on the same site, it
may be preferable to postpone the subseguent stages so that most of the
activity can decay.
Any such postponement is facilitated by the Presence on the site of a
nuclear authority, which makes it possible to maintain the closed plant
under strict surveillance.
fhe second stage consists of the dismantling of activated and non-
activated buildings other than the reactor building. Duritrg Lhis stage
only a sma1l part of the total radioactivity is removed, even though most
of the site ecupied by the plant is cleared.
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fhe third stage consists of the complete dienrantling of the reactor
building and the primary circuit: this is the stage which poses the nost
difficult and conplicated technical problems.
It has been estimated that, one year after the closing dorn of a 1,000 !,!Irle
react,or which has operated for thirty years, the level of activity of the
most active parts breaks dcun approximately as follons:
- 
Pressure vessel and internal components
700t of steel fO6 Ci
- 
Primary circuit eonponents 1000 t mediurn
- Contaminated civil structures 1000 t lot-medium
- Contaminated auxiliary syetems Icry-medium
- Liquids from decontamination tO4 m3 mediun
- Miscellaneoug materials low
Studies carried out by international bodies have not indicated the
existence of ineuperable technological problenrs.; similarly, the subsequent
stage of disposing of the material remo,red would appear feasible and not
unduly e:<pensive.
fhe decommissioning of a large pci^rer station has yet to be carried out,
although Ema1l research reactors have been decomrnissioned in various
countries. One example is the American Elk River reactor 122.5 !lt{e), the
entire decqnmissioning of which was whol1y successful, and its site cleared
of aIl radioactive wagte.
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['tg. I - ['ucl cycle f or a llght wat.r reactor
1[he quantitlee given belcry have ]reon calculated on the l:asis of bhe
requlrements and annual refuelling of a 1,000 ll$le Pc,v,,er station.
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23.1
3.1.1
Manaqement and disPosal of $rastes
Treatment of radioactive wasteB
Iteactor wastea
In general, the waates produced in a reactor will receive
specific treatments to reduce their final volume and to make
them compatible with the conditionirlg teehnique. The waste which
contains the largest amount of activity, although dispersed in
a very Iarge volume, stems from the purification system for the
t/rater of the primary system. After chemical Pretreatment and
partial dehydration, these substances (about 3OOm3/year for a
1OOO I!,IWe light water reactor) are solidified in cement, bitumen
or, more recently, in plastic resinE. The final product is
compacted in drums of Loo/Zoo titree or in concrete blocks of
,
about Im' (for higher activitiea). Reactors also produce large
quantitiee of dry wagtes (cleaning rl9E, clothing, plastic sheets)
?
ca loom'/a for looo Mlile. which, according to the type of contam-
ination they contain, can be incinerated or compacted to reduce
the volume by factors of lOO% and lO% reepectively in order to
facilitate final incorporation in concrete or bitumen.
Reprocessing wastes
The low and medium active liquid waate from reprocessing plants
is generally treated and conditioned in the same way as liquid
waste from reactors.
The other important types of waEte from the reProcessing of
irradiated fuel:
- 
Liquid high level waste (Iil,w)
- solid middle level lvaste (cans and structural materials)
- Transuranium contaminated solid waste (fnU - waste or alpha-
waste) .
The liquid high level waBte containing the bulk of the fission
products is, at present, stored in leak-tight tankg. sPecial care
in the design and construction as weII as particular engineered
safeguards have made tank storage a very satisfactory intermediate
solution for this type of waste for a period of 2O-5O years.
3.L.2
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However, for final disposal this waste must be solidified
and then ptaced in an environment completely isolated from the
biosphere. Present schemes envisagethe following main phases:
- 
treatment to remove the acidity (denitration)
- 
solidification in highly resistant glass
- 
loading in stainless steel canisters
- 
possible further storage for a determined period
- 
final storage or disposal in stable, impermeable geological
strata.
The vitrified waste in its stainless steel canister prevents
the releaee of aII enclosed radioactive isotopes. It will, however,
continue to emit intense gamma radiation and considerable decay
heat for very long periods of time. Fission products maintain a
primary role for eeveral centuries (ca 8OO years in terms of radio-
acti.vity and ca 4OO years in terms of radiotoxicity) aft,er which, the
quantity of actinides present will determine how much longer it has
to be kep in isolation. Solid waste made up of sections of cladding
and the structural parts of the reprocesses fuel- elements are less
radioactive than the liquid high level waste and can be incoporated
directly in concrete or embedded in low-melt,ing metal a}Ioys.
3.I.3 wastes from enrichment, conversion and fuel element fabrication
plants
The onty active material contained in the wastes from theee
plants in fuel cycles without plutonium recycling, is uranium and
ite decay ieotopee and thus, if suitabty disposed, they will have
no practical impact on the environment. At most these wasteg might
give concern because of the chemical toxicity of uranium and its
compounds rather than because of their radioactivity.
where plutonium is recycled, Pu conversion plants and factories
producing plutonium fuel elements wilt produce wastes with high
alpha activity due to plutonium contamination. In order to prevent
the uncontroLled use of plutonium in weapons, the dispersion of
this toxic substance into the hUman environment and, to a lesser
degree, the loss of valuable fueL, the primary aim of waste treat-
ment, coneiste of recovering as much plutonium from the wastes as
pracLicablc by phyelcal or ctremlcal procosBeB. The resitlual waste
wiII r:ontain euch low quan bIL lou of plutonium ttrat mi.guse can be
ruled out.
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These residues can therefore be fixed in concrete, glass
or'other subEtances for final disposal.
3.1.4 Decommissioning waEtes
None of this waste ie, by nature, easily released to the
environment and the main problem probably resides in the diffi-
culties of remote dismantling and cutting of activated and con-
taminated equipment in order to tranaport them to a dieposal site
in ahlelded contalncra.
If a reactor la dccommlesloncd after a serioua accldcnt,
plutonium can be preaent in the p1ant.
The highest contamination with alpha-emitters occurs in
fuel reprocessing plants. Ilere in particular the equipment must
be thoroughly decontaminated before diEmantling a plant.
3.2 Storaqe and disposal of radioactive wastes
3.2.1 Disposal of conditioned low and medium active wastes
A number d disposal methods for low and medium active
wagtes have proven satiefactory
- trench burial (Infratom, Cap de La uauge/France, DRIGITK,
Idaho, Oak Ridge&Sa and others)
- final storage in salt mines (ASSE II/FRG)
- 
aea dumping (OLCD experimental programme).
3.2.2 Solidified high level wastes
High level waEte is not yet conditioned industrially, and
schemes for the final disposal of this rraste are still under
development: Iaboratory and inactive tests are being undertaken
presently and it is thought that by 1980 preparations for the
first test disposal- in a salt mine wiII be completed.
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The oPtions presently under consideration for the final
disposal of these itastes are:
- 
disposal in satt, clay and crystalline rock formations
- 
disposal on or under the sea bed'
Research and develoPment on this subject has been slowed
downconeiderablybylegalandpoliticatproblems.Themainre-
quirementforafinatdisposalmethodiethecompleteisolatlon
ofallradioactivityfromthebiosphere.Thegeologlcalsitee
under consideration ehould have the following characteristics in
common 3
a thick imPermeable laYer
extremelY low ProbabilitY
lOO,OOO Years
prevent access of ground water
any perturbation in more than
future generations to disturb
to
of
3.3
3.3.1
no conceivable incentive for
(mine) a repositorY.
Inordertoasaegathelongtermeffectivenegsofthecon-
ditioning and possibly correct unforeseen errors, it is likely
that the vitrified wasteB will be gtored in repositories from
which they can be retrieved for examination after eome 50 years.
Disposal in layers of rock or gediment under the sea could
provide ultimate iEolation as good as that of land-bound re-
positories. It will however be difficult to effect recovery for
the purpose of short-term checks. since there are many areas of
uncertainty about submarine geology further investigations into
undersea disposal methods wiII have to be made'
Technical aaPects
only fairly recently important efforts have been devoted to
this alternative and projects are still at the concePtual stage.
Irradiated LWR elements cannot be placed into a flnal storage or
repository immediately, as they require a relatively 1on9 cooling
period. During this time (5-1o years) they must be allowed to
decay j.n a storage pool. However, as the cans containing the fuel
elements could fail due to corroaion, the elements could be en-
closed in sealed containere after the initial cooling period.
Should the fuel element still release more heat at this time than
can safely be removed in a dry container, emPty sPace within the
container could be filled with a low melting metal alloy'
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After intermediate storage of 50 to 1oo years these containers
would be tranEferred to deep geological strata.
3.3.2 General asPects
Fundamentally, the amount of activity to be handled and
stored is certainly higher for a'throw-away' fuel cycle than for
a pu-recrycling aygtem, aesuming that both systems have extracted
the same amount of energy from the original fuel. The deplcted
fuel element repoaitories will after only about two centuries
contain more actinide (Pu & Am) activity then fiEsion product
activity, whereas 99% of these isotopes could have been burnt in
fast breeder reactors.
In reapect of the overall volumes to be disposed of the
alternative of not reProcessing irradiated fuel preaent,E no major
advantagea.
Therefore, the 'throw-away' crycle, which provides for no
recycling of material recovered from reProceasing, does not promise
appreciable advantages J.n waate management. Its main argument,
the improved safeguarding of fissile material, is of no relevance
in this context.
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4.1. General cornments and the state of the art
The preesses outlined above do not eliminaLe alI activity from Iiquid
or gaseous waEte discharged into the environment. In some cases the
gaaeoua waste contains radionuclides with very short half-lives (a few
minutee) which may consequently be discharged, without being treated,
after a ehort period cf retention, ae is the case for pc,$rer reactors.
In other cases, in the absence of prwen techniquee, some contaminated
h,aste is released under controlled conditionE which take into account
the geographical leation of the site, as in the case of repreessing
plants.
Ttre radioactivity in liquid waste discharged into surface water is reduced
to extremely Icwr levels corresponding to the natural level in the water.
4.2. Radionuclides released into the environment bv reactors and repreessinq
plants
4.2.1. Nuclear pquer reactors
Ihe gaseoue effluents from reactors contain o:(ygen and nitrogen
iaotopes with very ehort half-liveE which can be released after
a decay period which virtually elininateB any activity.
Tracea of the fiesion gases, xenon, krypton, iodine and tritium
are ecasionally present in waste follor.ring diffusion through the
fuel element. The latest generation of reactors possess effective
retention systems for aIl these effluents, with the etception of
tritium, which may be spread through both gaseous and liquid
waste. Carbon 14 represents a separate problem for which pro-
cessing techniques do not exist, and remains the subject of serious
studies. Activity levels in liquid waste from internal processing
are generally extremely lovr (one picocurie per litre) and derive
from fieeion or activation products.
4.2.2. Fuel repreeeeing plantg
The industrial repreesaing plants in operation today discharge
into the environment fission gases contained in gaseous waste and
fission products contained in discharged liquid waste. The problems
of environmental contamination stem mainly from gaseous wasteo,as
the activity in liquid waste can be reduced to extremely lor'r levels.
Newly-designed plants may not release liquid waste at all as the
water can be recycl-ed. The gaseoug fission products contained in
the fuel are released during preliminary preessing. Up to no\^,
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krypton, xenon and tritium have been disposed of by burning,
while processing techniques have been perfected for iodine which
reduce activity to approximately one thousandth. In the case of
high-capacity plants beginning operations in the next few years,
the granting of a licence to oPerate will in all probability
require the total or partial ellmination of kryPton emissions,
for which proven techniques exist for industrial applications.
Tritiun and carbon C14 continue to poEe more eeriouE Problems,
aa proceaeing technlqucs in thie fteld are etill at the development
rtaga.
4.3. Effects on the environment of the activitv released
The most, radiologicatly significant radioiruclides released from reactors
and reprocessing. plants are those with medium and long half-Iives, which
may directly injure human health or, if allovred to accumulate, nEIy cause
an increase in the environmental radioactivity.
In all cases the waste discharged, whether on a routine or irregular
basis, is always examined by the authorities in order to establish its
radiological effectg. For the reasons given above, the isotopes dis-
charged in eurface h,aters are of little significance, as their activity
can be reduced to a negligible level.
Ttre most important radionuclides diecharged in gaseouE waate, in terms
of both concentration and half-lives are tritium and krypton. Tritium
may be discharged as tritiated water vapour and inhaled as such. IGypton
is less dangerous, being a chemically inert noble gas which is not
absorbed to any great, extent. Permanent contamination of the biosphere
is also caused by iodine 129 and carbon 14. Current in-depth studies
indicate that the uncontrolled release of radionuclides into the
environment through the latter or through tritium would lead to the
imposition of rigorous standards.
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5. Risks to health from radioactive vrastes
Of the anxieties of informed public opinion which sometimes find
radical expression among groups demonstrating against nuclear Polrer, the
fear of the dangers to health to which present and future generat,ions would
be exposed is certainly one of the most important.
Even those vtro accept the safety of nuclear installations often exPress
strong reservations about the ability to prevent risks and damage arising
from the enormouEr guantitiee of radioactivity rVhich, through the laws of
physics, are the end product of the fuel cycle.
It muat be admitted that theee fears are well-founded inagmuch as the
correct management of radioactive wagtes ie ona of the moat important
problems in the protection of man and the environment from radioactivity.
The problem is to find the appropriate technologies for handling, treating,
storing and eventually finding a finat natural site for the enormous
quantities of radioactivity which result from reprocessing.
Far be it from us to minimize this problem: we must on the contrary
stress very strongly that often national and even international programmes
have given proportionatety less attention to this sector than to the
development of increasingly advanced nuclear reactors. Howeuer, we cannot
accept wholesale - because it ie untrue - the viqtr held in certain quarters
that, in both theoretical terms and in terms of technological feasibility no
adequate solut,ione can be found for the problem of radioactiue waste from
the nuclear fuel cycle
Indeed, we would haeten to stress, with the support of the valuable
study carried out by a group of international experts and published by the
OECD in paris in only the last few weeks, that on the theoretical level -
that is to say the feasibitity in principle, in reasonable economic terms -
the problem of radioactirre waste has certainly been solved, as we will see
below.
We wouLd also strees that the basic technoloqy to put these theoretical
eolutions into practice exists and only requires research and detrelopment to
make it more reliable and more economic.
The time has undoubtedly come in several countries to move into the
demonstration st,age of these theoretical and technological solutions. We
must insist that the tempo be speeded up before the expansion of nuclear
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energy forces us to adopt irrevereible solutions. we must use this period
when nuclear energy still only produces a fraction of our energy production
to carry out the demonstration etageE for all steps in the waste management
Process.
Demonstlation plants should therefore be designe4 constructed and put
into operation for the packaqinq of high level waste and waete containing
alpha-emitters. sirnilarly, definitive disposat programmes must be
implemented with limited quantities of radioactirre waste for ehecking and
'collecting statistics.
These activities shoutd preferably be coordinated and encouraged in an
international context, because thiE would ensure better use of available
resources and through t[e use of international teams wou]d achieve a very
high overall safety Ievel. It should also be added that public opinion is
more favourable to international Programnes'
It is therefore the duty of alt those who can influenca the deueloPment
of these prograrrunes to make euery effort at administrative and political
lerre1 to ensure that not evan one year is lost, to ensure that all the
existing capabilities are coordinated, in order to move on from the research
stage to the practical de[pnstration stage, under international guarantees
and with international economic aid'
We wilt now consider
explanation.
some of the questions which require more detailed
5.1. Accidental escapes from reprocesginq plants
For those who are unfamiliar with these matterE, we should explain
that reprocessing ptants can be dangerous if the liquids used in the process
(almost all highly radioactive) escaPe from ttre ProPer ducts through
operational error or technological breakdown and leak into the sewers' the
earth or the environment,causing contarnination which is difficult to remove'
rapidly becornes impossible to contain localty and spreads over large areas'
As a result,surface and deep waters become contaminatedrand through the
various uses of water and the biological and food cycles, radioactivity
reaches man and contami-nates him.
These health risks can clearly be contained ttrrough correct plant
management. Theoretically, accidental leaks cannot be excluded, but they
mustandcanbepreventedinthesanewayasanyothertechnological
accident which might have consequencea on the external environment'
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Itshouldbepointedoutrightawaythattheproblemofaccidental
Ieaksfromreproceesingplantsielessseriousandmoreeasilymastered
than the aame problemr*rrrcnucloar reactore are concerned' In reProcessing
plantstheapproachghouldbetheaameagtheclaseicalmethodinusefor
reactors t
- 
a safety analvsis ehould be carried out considering all the possible
cauaes or opportunities for mal-functioning or breakdown' to make
provisionfortheirremovalandalsoreducetheirconsequencestoa
minimumbyprovidingadequateprotectionwithaEufficientdegreeof
redundancY;
-accidentanalvsisshouldbecarriedoutwhichinapurelyhlpothetical
mannershouldconsidertheoccurrenceofaccidentswhichhave
nevertheless been excluded by the safety analysis described above' The
accidentanalysisstudieEthehypotheticaldeve}opmentandthe
hlpotheticalcongeguencegoftheseaccidenteandprovideedetailsofthe
Etructural,oPerationalandtopographicalprecautionewhichwouldmake
itpoesibletoreduceandeventuatlycontaintheaccidententirely.
Ascanbeeasilyaecertainedfromthoseacquaintedwiththemodern
science of industrial safetY, the approach to the prevention of accidental
Ieaks of radioactive substances from fuel cycle plants is no different
from the probtems of containing other highly toxic substances'
what should be stressed is that although there is an abundance of
publications and guides, including international ones, on safety and
accidentanalysesforreactors,thereisalackofpublicationsandguides
onsimilaranalysesforfuelplants:hereisafieldtowhichattention
should be drawn in the appropriate quarters'
5.2. Rieks derivinq from depogits of nuclear waste
$lhile reproceasing plants present dangers from the processing liquids
which may get out of control, deposits of nuclear waste Preaent similar
dangers, although generally less serious, since no Proces€les or operations
arecarriedoutwiththedepositsandtheaimisspecificallytoPreaerve
the radioactive material in a stable condition'
A fundamental distinction must be made here between highly radioactive
liquid deposits and deposits of solidified substances which are also highly
radioactive. rt is clear ttrat the greatest potential danger arises from
radioactive liquid substances, because if for any reaaon they eEcaPe from
the depoait they can rapidly epread in the environment, which is not the
case for eolid subetance$ particularly if they present the right
characterietice.
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Here then is a major digtinction, from which we would draw a
recommendation of vital importance. We believe that reProcessing wastes
can be stored in tiquid form (which is the end product of the chemical
process) only for a limited tirne, becauee preseruing them in this form
indefinitely would increase the environmental and health risk.
Efforts should therefore be directed towards operations involving the
eolidification of thie waste and its preBervation in appropriate deposits.
Riake are thue reduced and more time ie made available for finding a
definitive solution without lncurring poeeible criticiEm from public
opinion or health authoritiee.
Solidification technology is available and some demonstration plants
and plants on industrial scale already exist or are under construction.
Almost aII operative schenes have now adopted the following stages in
waste management:
- 
deposit on the site of the plant reprocesEing highly acti've liquid waEtes
for a sufficiently long 'cooling' period, before passing to the
subaequent stages;
- solidification on the Eite of the plant of highly active liquid waates;
- controlled deposit on the site of the plant of the solidified products;
- transfer to the lonq-term repoeitorv, national or international or
transfer to the site of final disposal.
The above procedures concern highly active waEtes but a word should be
eaid about low level wastes for which the above operations are exceseively
complex and unnecessary both from a technological and a health point of view.
For these wastes, storage on the production site ghould take place after
suitable packaging and for the period of tire laid down by the authorities
before transfer to the dlsposal sites which, depending on the circumstances,
can be in trenches near the surfacer in pJ-ts, by sinking in special areas
of the ocean where there is no danger of the material returning to the
surface t ot t lastly, in deep cavities such as disused nlnes, caveg and
tunnels.
5.3. Risks deri'vinq from the final storaqe of spent fuel
We will now consider the final stage in the correct management of
radioactiue waates and residues: thie iE disposal or - as it is incorrectly
called - final atorage.
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By the term disposal we mean the placing in appropriate sites of the
waste material with no intention of recovering it and with the following
guarantees deriving from our scientific knowledge:
- that this material will not come into contact with subterranean water;
- 
that it will not be uncovered by geological occurrences before the
radioactivity is ePent;
- that any rpvenrent, however limited, of the radioactive ruaterials in the
geological formations ueed will be euch that the danger of the return of
the radioactivity to mankind is negligible.
It ehould never be forgotten that man comes into contact with
radioactivity every day, breathing air containing radon and other naturally
radioactive producta, consurning food and drink eontaining naturally
radioactive potassium and so on.
The long definition we have given of disposal requires some comment-
As a general rule, 
.@9 will be in deep and stable geological
formations with a well-known geological history making it possible to
predict that they will remain unchanged for hundreds of thouEands of years,
just as they have remained for millions of years in the past-
we are all aware that geology is accustomed to dealing with extremely
Iong periode of time compared with the duration of human life or human
civilizatlon. It is not therefore impossible, indeed it is not, very
difficult to find in the depths of the earth's crust formations providing
the above guarantees and capable of receiving materials with extremely
long Iife such as plutonium, thus permitting complete extinction of the
radioactivity.
Indeed, a natural example of this possibility recently came to light
in the sLudies rnade of the 'Oklo phenomenon' in Gabon. Recent research has
shown that 18OO million years ago, when the earth was still foun$r there
occurred locaIIy a kind of nuclear reactor with fission chain reactions
which continued for a long period of time. Now these nuclear reactions
produced plutonium. The important point is that this plutonium remained
trapped in the eurrounding geological formations until it decayed completely
and disappeared, ae hae been demonstrated by recent sophisticated methods
of analysis. So nature itaelf succeeded almost 2OOO million years ago in
producing a nuclear reactor, in 'dismantling' it and in disposing of its
waste. We have proof that this waste did not move from the original site
and, over the geological eras, disappeared completely.
- 
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In the definition of disposal Iile stressed the need for trraste to be
kept isolated from subterraneEln waters to prevent radioactivity reappearing
in eurface water. we also streeeed the need for qeoloqical stabilitv in
the formations, which must b€ unaffected by phenonena connected with the
preE€nce of major faults or readjustmentg in the earth's cruEt. Lastly,
we pointed out ttrat for theee geological formationg, such ag clay,
(in which contact with water is prevented by,its very low perneability)
environmental aggessments should be carried out to provide euitable
guarantees.
Ife have paid special attention here to finai disposar in deep
formations in the earth's crust because this appears today to be the rnost
attractive and safe prospect from a technological and health point of view'
Eor the ealce of conrpleteneBs, we should add that there are theoretical
alternatives to theee eolutiona consisting of siting on special areae of
the sea bed, siting in geological formations below the gea bed, siting in
the lcecapa, th€ launching of waEte into apace in miaailee to beyond the
field of gravity of the earth or the eun and lastly, the nuclear
transformation of the vraste itself by bornbarding it with neutrons in
apecial nuclear reactors.
This list rnerely gives an idea of the variety of studieE and
alternative solutions which are under examination. It iE not intended to
detract from what apPears to be the optimum solution at the present tine
and on wtrich we have dwelt at greatest length: siting in deep geological
formations.
After this description of the risks deriving from wastes lve feel we
should insist on the fact that these are not qualitatively different from
the well-known dangers from all ionizing radiation'
The difference arises from the enormous quantities of radioactivity
(curieE) with r+trich we have to deal; and also from the need to solve the
problem of dispoeal in our own generation without leaving a dangerous
legacy to future generations. We enjoy the benefitg of energy from
nuclear sources, it is our duty not to lay an excessively heavy economic
and health burden on aucceeding generations'
To thie end, we must direct the focus of the varioug nuclear
programrrEa, of the many international projects and of public and political
opinion towards those smaIl and medium-scale operations demonstrating the
definitive disposal of high-level wastes which are at the heart of the
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correct managelEnt of wastes from the nuclear Progranunes of the
Comnunity countries.
By the end of the 198o's the nuclear progranme wilL be on such a
scale that valid solutions from the technological and health points of
view wilt have to have been found some time previously. If we are to
be prepared when that time coIIEg we will have to speed uP our work in
this field.
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< CONCLUSIONS
6.1 The complexity of the technical problerns, and in particular the philo-
sophical, political and often 'metaphysical' nature of the rnajor debate on
nuclear energy for the most Part lead to unproductive dialogues between
oppoeing faetions without any tangible reeutte and to the certain detriment
of society as a whole.
6.2 Believing that it had a duty to make every effort to avoid this trap'
the European Parliament's Corunittee on the Environment, Public Health and
consumer protection has tried to adopt a more Eelective and specific
approach and to take account, in a realistic manner, of all the facts
available.
5.3 Thus, it fullY realizes that:
- 
The use of nuclear energy for the generation of electricity is a well-
established technique - so much eo, in fact, that the rnain problems
involved are already making themselves felt or will loon do so. These
problems should therefore be taken seriously in erery litember state of the
Commrnity, and should be investigated by the European Parliament, regard-
less of the basic arguments for or against nuclear Pov'er' lloreover' the
comnittee on the Environment welcomes the initiative taken by the commission
of the European communities with a view to stimulating a wide-ranging
publie debate on this matter, to which it hopes to be able to give active
support.
- It is valuable to make a distinction between the problems connected with
the desirabli.ty of the non-proliferation of nuclear armE and those eon-
nected with the impact of nuclear Povrer on the environment. Both of
these aspects are important, but their political, Philosophical and even
technical implications are sufficiently different for them to be treated
se[Erately. Indeed, it is deeirable that such a distinction should in
fact be made if attention is to be focused on environmental problems and
Oot diverted to even more complex issues which are even lese capable of
objective evaluation.
6.4 Within the limits of this
deliberations and debateE, the
problerns raieed bY:
voluntary restriction on the scope of its
Corunittee on the Environment considered the
(i) the extraction and proceseing of uranium and thorium ores';
(ii) the operation of nuclear Poleer-stations in normal running conditions;
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( iii)
(iv)
(v)
6.s
the risks and conseqluences of possible aecidents;
the processing and possible recycling of irradiated fuels; and
the disposal of radioactive waste.
Its conclusions and recommendations are aB follot s:
(i) The extraction and processinq of uranium and thorium oree would not
seem to repreaant an funportant problem in'any of thc tcrrltorLea of the
I{ember States of the Communlty. Hovrever, gtudiaa on the protection of
workerg and the envLronment should be follolcd throrgh in thoee countriee
where uranium mining ie fairly exteneive.
(ii) Attention should be drawn to two distinct aspects of the operation
of nuclear power stations under norrrBl runninq conditions, narnely radio-
active pollution and thermal pollution. As regards radioactive pollution,
credit must be given to industrialists for the fact that, over the years,
the radioactivity of liquid and gaseous effluents has been reduced to
levels comparable to or loruer than those occurring in nature. Holrrever, it
should not be forgotten that it is very important to continue to study the
long-term consequenceE of radiation and ite effecte on health. Thermal
pollution cannot be aecribed entirely to nuclear por.rer, although nuclear
power-statlone at proeent dlecharge considerably more wagte heat lnto cool-
ing water than conventional coal- or oll-flred poler-statlone. There has
eo far been no real cause for alarm, mainly thanks to the efforts of pro-
ducers of electricity; hcrwever, considerable problems could well arise in
the relatively near future. The economie disadvantages of discharging
waste heat from povrer-stations directly into the atmosphere seem small by
comparison with the disadvantages connected with the use of rivers. It is
strongly recornmended that work should be directed torrrards this end.
(iii) The risks and consequences of possible accidents represent the most
complex aspect of any study of the advantages and disadvantages of nuclear
por^,er, not only for technical reaaons but algo, and in particular, for
psychological reasons. Hohrever, in recent years mrch energy has been
devoted, both in the United States and in Europe, to the clarification and
objectification of this problem. Thus, it is nou considered very important
to enaure that, in all litember States of the Commrnity, present and future
safety rules and criteria for the selection of sites guarFntee the same
degree of safety. This is rt, the case at Present.
(iv)Themainrisktothenatura1environmentfrom@
irradiated fuels and, possibly, the reeycling of uranium and plutonium,
derives from the effluents discharged by reprocessing factories, particu-
1arly in the event of accidents or human error.
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(v) A compulsory requirement for preliminary studies on the construction
of nuclear pc,v'rer-stations should be the use of designs which will facilitate
the dismantlinq of a factory when the need arises. When dismantling is nec-
easrary, stepe should alwaye be taken to engure that 'burial techniques'
which might lead to radioactive contamination of the geological stra6 are
not used.
(vi) As regards the final disposal of radioactive waste, and in particular
of long-lived substances, the committee st(esses the need to intensify the
efforts to find optimum solutions from the point of view of the protection
of the environment for future generations.
Although acceptable solutiong admittedly exist, the importance of
the problem and in particular the fact that it will persiat over an exceP-
tlonatly long period of time, call for greater efforts and for reeearch
work geared Lncreaeingly to 1ong-term safety.
In thie connection, work should continue on the studies and tests
designed to find ways and means of industrializinq the Eolidification
(vitrification for example) of waste and research into geological formations
suitable for final disposal should be extended'
It trould seem worthwhile to keep abreast of the research into methods
involving the disposat of radioactive waste at sea, but no irreversible
decisions should be taken, at least not for a great many years.
As regards the disposal of waste in space by means of rockets, it
will be sufficient to consider the propoeale put forward by the relevant
specialiets. We ehould algo follorl with interest the reaearch on inciner-
ation in reactors with a view to reducing the radioactive life of waste to
a minimum; thie research continues despite the difficulties which such
transmutation proceE ses involve.
6.6 In this connection, we believe that the Commiseionrs comnunieation
to the council on a cornmunity plan of action in the field of radioactive
rrrastes (Doc. 255/77) will rePreaent a uaeful basis for action and is deser-
ving of support. credit is due to the commission for itg efforts to
achieve more collaboration between the Member States in the Community frame-
work. Such collaboration cannot fail to further the Protection of health
and of the environment.
6.7 your corunittee asks the Committee on Energy and Research, as the com-
mittee responsible, to take account of the above conclusions and recommen-
dations in its motion for a resolution if it has not already done so.
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